English majors and non-majors are welcome to submit. The only limit is that their work be relevant to the English department, English Studies generally, or our life in Simpkins Hall!

The Mirror and the Lamp is looking for:

- Features about life in English classes, or English related experiences around campus
- Interviews with English professors, TAs, or students
- Profiles of students or faculty in English
- Non-fiction essays about what students are reading, writing, viewing, listening to, playing, doing, etc.

Have an idea for a different kind of essay, feature, or series for M&L? Make a pitch!

Students can submit their work or pitches to our new Managing Editor, Bryce Swain eb-swain@wiu.edu and Executive Editor, Rebecca Gonner: rl-gonner@wiu.edu.

we need your writing!
we need your ideas!
get involved!

www.wiu.edu/cas/english/magazines/mirrorandthelamp.php